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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Mounting strip facilitates mounting and running cables
Can be suspended or mounted directly to the surface
For service purposes, the lighting fixture can be easily detached
from the mounting strip
Lighting fixtures can be combined to form lighting strings

FINISH :
Silver anodized     

*Custom colors available upon request
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Application

- linear suspended or surface-mounted lighting fixtures

Assembly

- with a mounting strip directly to the mounting surface or using the suspension systems offered by KLUS

Additional information

- mounting strip used also as a cable duct

The  3035  profile  consists  of  two  profiles  of  the  3035-O  lighting  fixture  and  a  mounting  profile  connected  by
means of BLOCK springs in the amount of:BLOK

3035 profile length 1 m 2 m 3 m

Number of BLOCK springs 4 6 8

The springs in the given amounts are included in the set

- For lighting fixtures no longer than 70 cm, there is no need to use a block springs, provided that two end caps
are used to protect the profile against unfastening.
- The size of the profile enables mounting two LED strips with a width of 10mm or 3 strips with a width of 8mm.
- Line of light obtainable at 120 LED/m 9.6W.

https://klusdesign.eu/product/905
https://klusdesign.eu/product/716
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AVAILABLE LENGTHS

Ref. nr. surface finish available lengths

18039ANODA_1 Silver anodized 1000 mm

18039ANODA_2 Silver anodized 2000 mm

18039ANODA_3 Silver anodized 3000 mm

TECHNICAL DRAWING
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RELATED PRODUCTS

COVERS

3035 frosted Cover
Ref: 17141

END CAPS

3035 grey End
cap
Ref: 24273

ACCESSORIES

ARMSTRONG
Isolating bases
Ref: 42712

BLOK Spring
Ref: 42731V1

BZP Head
Ref: 42213

BZP-ZO Head
Ref: 42214

BZP-ZZ Head
Ref: 42215

DP-ZO Fastener
Ref: 00649

DP-ZZ Fastener
Ref: 00651

FI-10-ZM-P
Fastener
Ref: 42244
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FI-10-ZM-W
Fastener
Ref: 42242

GP Spring
Ref: 00293

M12 Fastener set
Ref: 42610

M13 Fastener set
Ref: 42611

PUSZ-LIN-ZM
Fastener
Ref: 42256

PUSZ-PRET-LEB
Fastener
Ref: 42253

PUSZ-PRET-ZM
Fastener
Ref: 42250

UCHO-ZM Hanger
Ref: 42512

UCHO-ZM black
Hanger
Ref: 42525

ZM Block
Ref: 42520

ZM-120
Connector
Ref: 42728

ZM-135
Connector
Ref: 42720

ZM-180
Connector
Ref: 42717

ZM-90 Connector
Ref: 42716

ZM-PION-135
Connector
Ref: 42719

ZM-PION-90
Connector
Ref: 42718

MARKETING MATERIALS

Display
P230-90109M
Ref: 90109M

Foam 70268
Ref: 70268

Presentation set 7
Ref: 90126
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